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“AutoAir” Will Deliver a Small Cell 5G
Testbed for Connected and Autonomous
Vehicles (CAV)

AutoAir solution directly applicable to 5G for Transportation Corridors and Urban Hotspots

LONDON--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Airspan Networks is proud to announce its lead role in
“AutoAir” consortium, a neutral host based small cell solution for transportation networks in
the UK. AutoAir is an ambitious project that will accelerate the development and deployment
of two key technologies in the UK, namely 5G and CAVs.

The AutoAir project (1) brings together a large number of industry’s leading 5G players and
the pioneering research at Surrey University’s 5G Innovation Centre (5GIC). The project
consortium includes; 5GIC at Surrey University, Dense Air Limited, McLaren Applied
Technologies, Blu Wireless Technology Limited, Quortus Limited, Millbrook, Real Wireless,
ARM, Cobham Wireless, and Celestia Technologies.

Henrik Smith-Petersen, Chief Sales and Marketing Officer of Airspan Networks said, “We
are delighted to have been selected by the Department of Digital, Culture, Media and Sport
(DCMS) to deliver a 5G Testbed for the UK. Winning this competition is validates the long-
term commitment Airspan has to innovative research and development in the UK”.

The initial application will focus on delivering pervasive 5G connectivity at the Millbrook
Proving Ground that will enable CAV developers and research companies to accelerate their
testing. The network will operate at Millbrook and allow access to existing Mobile Operators
on a shared / neutral host basis.

The importance of Neutral Host architectures was recently underscored in a report on
Connected Trains & Customer Communications from the Rail Safety and Standards Board in
January 2018 where they said: (2) “Sharing infrastructure is seen as an obvious way that
operators can reduce costs while differentiating based on service. Independent providers of
infrastructure have a key role to play in making this possible. Network Rail’s existing mast
infrastructure could be added to the pool of available sites, with tenants generating (shared)
revenues in exchange for investment in more sites”.

“The economics of 5G can be dramatically improved when deployed using small cells
operating on a neutral host solution, i.e. when a single physical network of small cells can
host multiple operators. Our mission is to help MNOs, MVNOs and Private network operators
improve their networks by densification and targeted deployment while simultaneously
minimised CAPEX and OPEX spend,” said Paul Senior CSO of Airspan and CEO of Dense
Air.

AutoAir will reduce the time to market for Airspan’s next generation of 5G products and



services and builds on the award-winning 4G small cells with integrated access and
backhaul in sub 6GHz and mmWave frequency bands that Airspan sells today.

About Airspan Networks Inc.:

Airspan (OTC PINK: AIRO) is a leading 4G and 5G RAN solution provider, with over 1000
customers in over 100 countries. Airspan is regularly recognized as a leader and pioneer in
LTE Access and innovative Backhaul solutions. Airspan has an expansive product portfolio,
which includes indoor and outdoor small cells, and all-outdoor, compact Micro and Macro
base stations, a variety of user devices and network optimization products. These
connectivity solutions operate in bands from 400 MHz up to 6.4 GHz and 60-80GHz
millimeter wave. www.airspan.com.

Airspan is not subject to the informational reporting requirements of the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934 and, accordingly, does not file reports, financial statements, proxy statements,
information statements or other information with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
This press release may contain forward-looking statements. We may not actually achieve
the plans, intentions or expectations disclosed in our forward-looking statements and you
should not place undue reliance on our forward-looking statements. We do not assume any
obligation to update any forward-looking statements.
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